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Czech market – ancillary services
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ENTSO-E: consultation process in line with stakeholders’ resources

- Complementary ENTSO-E & ACER stakeholder consultation
- Separate & non-overlapping stages in consultation process
Roles of TSOs – Summary

- System development / system adequacy
- System responsibility (balance)
- Market facilitation
  - Active involvement in market design
    - Procurement of operational reserves
    - Balancing Market
  - Congestion management
    - Redispatch
    - Capacity allocation
  - Market coupling
  - Indication of regional power and energy balances
- Code development - together with EU bodies
Conclusion

- TSOs play a central role in in the operational security of the power system and in facilitating efficient functioning of the EU electricity market
- TSOs also actively contribute to the EU market design and development
  - within the given powers and means
  - by taking initiatives, making proposals and enhancing utilization of market oriented approach
ČEPS – well unbundled connectivity
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